WAFFER LOT NUMBER / DIFFUSION RUN NUMBER TRACEABILITY - DELIVERABLE

Seller shall provide the following on or with the shipper / packing sheet.

• The purchase contract number and line item number as it appears on Buyer’s purchase contract.

• The diffusion run number / wafer lot number for the quantity of parts shipped.

  Note: The terms "Wafer Lot" and "Diffusion Run" are interchangeable for purposes of this clause.

• The wafer number that the parts were taken from within the wafer lot, when applicable.

Each change in wafer lot number / diffusion run number, date code, or wafer number requires separate packaging to avoid comingling. Parts from more than one wafer lot / diffusion run, date code, or wafer are not to be commingled within the same individual unit packaging. Providing more than one individual unit package to fulfill a contract line item is permissible, as necessary, to avoid commingling of parts.